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SOLUTIONS

1. In a HTTP response, give the numeric range of status codes for a response that
indicates

(1) a client error : 4XX
(2) a server error : 5XX
(3) informational : 1XX
(4) a response redirect : 3XX
(5) a success : 2XX

2. For each of the following HTTP methods, tag the method with one of the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 according to the following legend

1 The method is safe
2 The method is idempotent
3 The method is safe and idempotent
4 The method is neither safe nor idempotent

Do this by filling in the following table:

HTTP METHOD NUMERIC CHARACTERIZATION
GET 3
PUT 2
POST 4
DELETE 2
HEAD 3

3. Of the 5 HTTP requests GET, PUT, POST, DELETE and HEAD, place a
checkmark next to all those that do not have a body, and leave empty the space
next to those that have bodies.

HTTP METHOD Check
√

if no body

GET
√

PUT
POST
DELETE

√

HEAD
√

1
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4. Why do HTTP requests and headers always have a blank line after the last
header, and after the request or status line if there are no headers?

The blank line marks the end of the list of headers.

5. The request line of a HTTP request has three major parts. List the three parts

(1) HTTP method

(2) Resource path

(3) HTTP version

6. The status line of a HTTP response has three major parts. List the three parts

(1) HTTP version

(2) Numeric status code

(3) Explanatory phrase for the numeric status code

7. Give examples of three different HTTP headers that can be used in a request
or response. For each header, specify the name of the header, and write a sentence
that describes the use of that order.

(1) Header: Content-Type

Description of header: Specifies the MIME type (media variant) of
the body of the request or response.

(2) Header: Content-Length

Description of header: Specifies the number of bytes in the request
body

(3) Header: Accept-Type

Description of header: Indicates the media variant or MIME types
that the client will accept

8. In a HTML form, an input element may have an attribute called name. What
happens during form submission if an input element does not have the name at-
tribute?

The value entered into a form input field that has no name will not
be submitted to the server.
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9. Of the 5 HTTP request methods, place a check mark next to each method that
can be sent by a browser:

HTTP METHOD Check
√

browser can send

GET
√

PUT
POST

√

DELETE
HEAD

10. Write HTML markup for a form that will submit its contents to a server at
http://server.com/mystery using POST as the HTTP request method.

<form action = "http://server.com/mystery" method="post">

<!-- form contents go here -->

</form>

11. A language that defines the rules of communication used by networked processes
to communicate with each other is called a network protocol.

12. The network protocol stack used in the global Internet has several layers. Give
the names of the layer that performs the stated function:

(a) The layer responsible for moving messages from one machine
to another, possibly through a bunch of intermediate networks:
network layer.

(b) The layer responsible for moving messages between two net-
worked processes: transport layer.

(c) The layer responsible for achieving what the end-user wants to
do: application layer.

13. What is the Domain Name System, and what problem is it designed to solve?

A hierarchical database that maps between numeric IP addresses
and easy-to-remember machine names. That way folks do not to
memorize numeric IP addresses.


